11/9/15 Soccer meeting minutes- M. Boschi, T.Decarli , J. Craig, J.Jozokos, M. Fluet


President’s report- Trevor Gomes presented his sophomore project, working with Mike
Z team. Trevor explained he could not help @ practices but during games, he warmed
up goalies and give feedback to kids on sidelines. Has been help with Mike Z teams
spring, fall and indoor as well. M. Boschi “ a BOD vote will go out via email for approval
and results will be email to M. Zimmerman
US Soccer is moving forward with playing kids according to birth year. NHSL is as well.
We will discuss, when and how we move forward as well, closer to April. We see
conflicts at the U-13/U-14 groups. We will need to discuss plan for tryouts
What will other towns do?
Need to discuss the reshuffling of multiple teams on the same group. EX- There are two
U-10 teams as well as two U-11 teams but each in different divisions within the same
group. Discussion of keep a and B team. If both teams are in the same division, no
sense to split











Equipment Coordinator- Keep Crown as a vendor. Possible search for another shirt
company other than M&M.
Field Coordinator- GMS, and sawmill clean and all set. J. Craig will finish Innes by the
weekend
Travel report- M. Boschi, we need to have at least 4 coaches meeting a year with travel
coaches, let’s get a wrap up meeting with them by xmas and set another date before
the spring
Rec Reports- Went well, all medals given out. 6v6 Tourney went well. 2 separate sets
of parents had complaint about, a coach, Mike Ziffers, Re his style, and aggressive
approach with the kids
Halloween Jamboree- M. Boschi- big thank you to B. Jenn for all the hard work and all
who helped with the event.. 40 teams, great weather, pretty smooth. Did not like the
parking on Albuquerque. Need to look at the schedule closely next time, there was 1-1
½ time period when the parking was difficult to direct. Need 4 each P-lot attendants at
all time. Walkies worked out great! What do we do with funds?? Next time clean up
start @ 2:30
Closing- Thank you to all for the Success of the Jamboree especially Jenn

